A VISIT TO THE MUSEUM
Today, I will visit the Betty Brinn Children's Museum with my group. I will learn, play and have fun!
I will follow my adults when inside the Museum. I will wait quietly with my group and listen to the Museum’s educators. The adults in my group and Museum helpers will help me put a wristband on. The educators will tell us the rules for playing in the Museum.
MUSEUM RULES

I will walk in the Museum and use my inside voice. I will stay with my adult at all times.

I will try to keep my mask on my nose and mouth as best as I can.

While I am here, I may need to take turns with other Museum visitors. I will also clean up my toys when I am done playing.
Museum educators and staff are safe adults. They wear name badges or aprons. Museum educators and staff are adults that can help me if I am lost or if I have any questions.
If it gets too loud, I can ask a Museum helper for headphones. I can also ask for a heavy vest to help keep my body calm. I will need an adult to help me check one out.
I may see some pictures around the Museum. These pictures will help me to know what to expect:

This exhibit may be loud!  
This exhibit may be bright!  
This exhibit makes me move!
If I get lost or need help, I can go to the Information Desk. I can find this desk at the start of the Museum.
If I need to go to the bathroom, I will tell my adult and they will take me. The bathrooms are next to the Information Desk.
There are many yuck bags around the Museum. These are for dirty toys that need to be cleaned. I will not touch the toys in this bag.
The first exhibit we may see is Home Town. There are so many pretend places to visit and fun things to do. I can buy groceries, ride a motorcycle, deliver mail and so much more!
Behind Home Town is Pocket Park. This area is for little kids. If I go in here, I will play calmly and respect the younger guests around me. I can explore the pretend park, visit the doctor’s office or play in the school. There is also a slide for me to try!
Choo Choo! When visiting Let's Play Railway, I can pretend to be a train conductor in the engineer's cab. There are lots of things for me touch on the control panel. Some of these buttons make loud noises.

On the caboose of the train there is more for me to explore. One wheel spins and can be very loud.
In the Be A Maker space, I can learn a new skill, learn how to use a tool or make something with my hands. The educator will tell me what activities I can do. I can try things by myself or ask for help.
Another exhibit we can play in is Science CITY. In this area, I can pretend to fly a spaceship! I can also explore an alien planet with the rover. I may have to take turns with other visitors in the rocket. There may be some flashing lights and loud noises.
I can play in the climber in Science CITY. I need to take my shoes off before I explore. If I need socks, I can ask for some at the Information Desk. The climber has a fast slide, tight spaces, and requires me to climb high! If at anytime I feel unsafe, or scared, I can always exit the space or ask my adult for help.
If I feel overwhelmed or upset, I can go to the large or small Sensory Rooms with my adult. These rooms will have less people, light and noise. There are some toys, books and puzzles that I can play with.
GOODBYE

At the end of our visit the Museum educators and staff at the Information Desk will say goodbye.

I had so much fun at Betty Brinn Children’s Museum!